
Character Adjectives

ambitious An ambitious person wants to achieve a lot.

brave A brave person does things that make other people afraid..

careful A careful person doesn't make silly mistakes.

careless A careless person makes silly mistakes, loses things, breaks 
things, forgets things.

chatty A chatty person talks a lot.

cheerful A cheerful person is always positive and often smiles.

clever A clever person has a good brain.

competitive A competitive person always wants to win.

confident A confident person believes that he/she can do things well.

considerate A considerate person doesn't do things that make other 
people uncomfortable.

crazy A crazy person takes risks, does things that other people 
think are a bad idea..

decisive A decisive person is good at making decisions.

demanding A demanding person wants other people to do things all the 
time.

determined A determined person never gives up and keeps going until 
they achieve what they want.

easy-going An easy-going person doesn't get stressed, doesn't worry 
about things..

famous A famous person is known by lots of people.

flexible A flexible person is comfortable with change and can work 
in different conditions/environments.

funny A funny person makes people laugh.

generous A generous person always gives presents and gifts.

greedy A greedy person wants everything for him/herself.

immature An immature person doesn't act like an adult.

kind A kind person often does things for other people.



laid-back A laid-back person doesn't get stressed about anything.

lazy A lazy person doesn't work hard.

messy A messy person is not tidy.

moody A moody person is negative and doesn't smile much..

nasty A nasty person says / does bad things to other people.

patient A patient person doesn't get angry or frustrated and they 
are good at waiting.

polite A polite person is never rude, doesn't offend others.

popular A popular person is liked by lots of people.

quick-
tempered

A quick-tempered person gets angry easily.

reliable A reliable person can be trusted - he/she never lets you 
down.

reserved A reserved person doesn't talk about him/herself.

resilient A resilient person can cope with many difficult/stressful 
situations.

rude A rude person says/does things that make other people 
uncomfortable.

selfish A selfish person only thinks about him/herself.

sensible A sensible person is not crazy, follows rules/advice, doesn't 
take risks.

sensitive A sensitive person feels emotions strongly.

shy A shy person doesn't like being the centre of attention.

sociable A sociable person always communicates with other people.

stubborn When a stubborn person makes up his mind there is 
nothing you can do to change it.

suspicious A suspicious person doesn't trust other people.

tidy A tidy person is not messy.

trendy A trendy person wears cool clothes.


